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About Face is a compendium of everything make-up artist Scott Barnes has learned during his
career dealing with A-list celebrities including Jennifer Lopez, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Jennifer Aniston.
Part Three focuses on the superstars Scott Barnes has worked with. The author after that
deconstructs and debunks their appear taking them from appealing to amazing. Part One targets
dramatic makeovers of actual women with a twist: each girl comes in looking the best she thinks
she can appear. Step-by-stage photos outline makeup methods and products while Scott provides
commentary on how he pinpointed the girl’s strongest asset and built a shop around it. Part Two
highlights beauty rituals, must-have makeup items, and inner and outer preparations that a girl must
embrace in order to look gorgeous and radiate charisma. About Face is filled with techniques for all
areas of makeup application.
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Will there be a not super-photoshopped picture? I had great expectations for this book, and actually
there are some good tips inside the mass of irrelevant information (who cares what the model eats
for breakfast or her hobbies? that is a makeup reserve!).The great disappointment is that there are
no instructions or demonstration. Writing next to a photo "I applied base" means nothing in order to
see the process.And - AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF MAKEUP. Great book Great book for more
information about applying constitute. An excessive amount of bronzer. Why should a beautiful pale-
skinned woman become brownish? You will want to enhance her fair epidermis? Since I've the
kindle version, my review is probable less than if it had been a print version.. Overall pleased with it.
It isn't a how exactly to book like I needed. Globally the tips is fine, but plenty of text and not enough
. Globally the guidance is fine, but a lot of text and not enough step-by-stage, photos and beautiful
pictures. I was looking more for a book much like Kevyn Aucoin's "Making Faces" (excellent in the
genre, a classic to come for literature on doing makeup. I wish it had more specific instructions
though. Aucoin's book. If you prefer a book that will demonstrate how to use everyday people, get
Eve Pearl's. We purchased this a longtime ago and finally study it. Obviously he's talented because
the women appearance amazing in the pics but if that's all I needed to find I'd have bought an
upscale magazine for much less. But, this is something I'd only put on camera, it's much too
weighty for everyday use and not for regular people, I would only recommend this reserve for
makeup performers for photography (you'll receive amazing outcomes following Scott's advice)...
Great book! He does make the superstars look their finest but obviously isn't into revealing much....
Scott Barnes has a unique way of applying makeup, not what they teach you on makeup school.
Nevertheless, it functions and he gets actually amazing outcomes. I was hoping for the exact
makeup used or shades and items used. He works mainly with versions and actresses who've
beautiful features like great bone framework and beautiful skin, not really anyone else with
damaged skin, circular faces or acne... I enjoyed that the make over sections of the book featured
female from different nationalities and various ages. Great pics, not really a revelation on make up
how :( I'm disappointed. The book is positive and a "feel good" read with wonderful stories,celebrity
interviews, and guidelines.. Now for everyday going to work (unless of course you work in the
beauty industry). It just seems like there are a great number of before and after photos but nothing
in detail. I guess I am just one for more unique concepts and this just sort of does the foundation
ruitines and what not really. I haven't really seen much about eyesight makeup and what not really.
Maybe that is why it's known as "about face" it is not really about the eye lol. Overall I am pleased
with it though. :) Step-by-step guide displays you the path to a far more prettier, amplified you.
Excellent book with modern layouts. The technique is normally fresh and step by step instructions
are provided. Fresh ideas and entertaining stories I recommend this motivating reserve to anyone
that wants to learn face countering methods. Good advice for beautifying oneself. I don't regret
buying it, but there are various other books that I love better. Not what I was expecting. The pictures
are excellent and give step-by-step guidelines for applying makeup. Scott Barnes includes a great
team that gives advice on nutrition, skin care, and self esteem. This can be a bit very much, but for
special events and venturing out at night it is perfect, and when your willing to sacrifice some sleep
to get right up early to try some of the daytime appears you should like this book. I would suggest it
to every woman who wears make up. Well Done, Plenty of good ideas/examples Scott Barnes
does a masterful work with beauty constitute and he does well describing his technique. The
transformation procedure can be well documented and the procedure images help you understand.
I am a beauty photographer, not a make up artist. I'm pleased I acquired it. NO one looks like that
in real life. Especially for a newbie like myself. I bought the book therefore i could get an improved
understanding of how to direct and communicate with my constitute artists. Awesome book. It



should be in any MUA's Awesome book. It must be in virtually any MUA's arsenal but for special
occasions and going out at night it is perfect, and if your ready to sacrifice some sleep ... I bought
this reserve when it first came out, I needed to take my makeup to the next level with contouring
and highlighting which book does that. It isn't as great as I was hoping. This is actually the best
beauty reserve I've ever purchased. Great book! I desire it had more particular instructions ..
Certainly not for everyday use.We missed that hence my disappointment.) So I understand it's an
unequal comparison to review this e-book edition to the soft cover print edition of Mr. she liked gift
for make-up artist friend; she loved it Five Stars Scott Barnes is a magician and I love this book.
Three Stars Haven't finished the reserve yet.
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